Why Buy PUROXI Over Plain Hydrogen Peroxide?
PUROXI is a premium hydrogen peroxide-based product, that when tested in a lab, showed that
it is over ten times more effective than plain hydrogen peroxide. What does that mean?
1) First of all, we have had many people tell us that a competitor’s plain hydrogen peroxide
was not nearly as strong as PUROXI. They said this was even evident by the fact that
when the competitor’s plain peroxide happened to spill on their skin, it didn’t even sting
like PUROXI would.
2) Livestock producers have been testing the difference between PUROXI and plain
hydrogen peroxide for many years and if the livestock producer was really honest about
it, they would see a drop off in production by going to plain peroxide. That is why a
very high percentage of customers come back to PUROXI after trying plain peroxide.
3) When the statement is made that PUROXI is over ten times more effective, it is in
regards to the ability to help the health of the animal, not just to clean up algae in stock
tanks (which plain peroxide can do).
4) After June 1, 2009, we have added an additional stabilizer to PUROXI. Added benefits
include –
a. Longer shelf life or potency retention
b. Wider range of use with more difficult water types
c. Improved water quality post treatment
d. More PUROXI efficiency in the presence of iron and elevated total dissolved
solids (TDS) within reason and limitations
e. Improved performance of PUROXI with the addition of our new stabilizing
performance package
f. Overall improved performance for livestock and people
g. No additional cost (at this time)
5) A part of the superiority of PUROXI over plain peroxide, is the fact that we start with a
base of premium-grade hydrogen peroxide that is free of formaldehyde and PCBs.
Some manufactured hydrogen peroxide was never intended to be put in drinking water
for animal or human consumption. We make sure that contaminated hydrogen
peroxide never gets to any drinking water.
Why Buy From PUROXI Pure Water Global Inc. and our Distributors and Dealers?
1) Where needed, we also have available the NSF certified hydrogen peroxide
2) For those livestock and poultry producers who have variable speed well pumps, we offer
three variable speed PUROXI metering systems to match.

3) We offer companion products to PUROXI that help a producer when their water is high
in pH, high in sodium, or high in TDS (total dissolved solids).
4) We promote the use of pH/ORP digital meters that not only measure pH, but also
measures the Oxidation Reduction Potential which is a scale that takes into
consideration the pH of the water along with the level of oxygen being added.
5) We also offer a product that can reduce or eliminate algae and other bacteria problems
in dugouts and ponds. This will help PUROXI be even more effective.
If a livestock producer really wants to see if PUROXI is worth that little extra cost, they
can take the PUROXI Challenge. That is If PUROXI does not –
1) Improve daily gains or
2) Improve feed efficiency or
3) Lower antibiotic drug use or
4) Lower the number of animals in the sick pen or
5) Improve the health of your herd enough –
to justify the cost difference between PUROXI and plain hydrogen peroxide,
We will 1) Pay you back the difference between PUROXI and plain hydrogen peroxide AND
2) Pay you $100/month up to six months for the testing period
Quite simply, you cannot lose by taking our “PUROXI Challenge”. You will either be paid
$100/month for your willingness to try PUROXI (if it does not perform as well as it needs to) or
you will be paid through the many ongoing benefits of PUROXI, compared to plain hydrogen
peroxide.
At PUROXI Pure Water Global Inc., we are proud to have a group of consultants who are second
to none, to assist you with your decision to purchase our PUROXI system, as well as to offer
ongoing support and advice afterwards. By purchasing PUROXI, a livestock producer has access
to any our consultants at no charge, to ask any questions about how our PUROXI system will
work for their operation or about specific water problems.
I am also a registered Water Technician II, certified by CWQA, AWWA, and a certified Water
Specialist, recognized by WQA. I will be happy to share my expertise with you to enjoy the
many benefits of PUROXI. Please feel free to call me at 1-866-466-8252.
Thank you again for your business. We look forward to working with you now and for many
years to come. Don’t forget about our Finder’s Fee. Ask your local Dealer for information.
Sincerely,
Zak Motala
President
PUROXI Pure Water Global Inc.
(formerly Oxy Blast International)

